Paying thus our equivocal respect to the dome—no longer a dome now
but complicated iron work still imitating the unnatural masonry of St.
Peter's—is only by way of emphasis of the fact that all ancient architec-
ture of monumental character, the duomo, the temple, the palazzo, even
the minster was mostly all sculp, sculpturesque, sculptorial or sculptoretto.
And I must also insist that all artificiality as such, always was and will
always be carried to excess. Hyper-artificiality invariably becomes com-
monplace grando-mania . . . either in the parlour, the class-room or the
big building: really a form of senility or mere child's play. Depending on
the circumstances.
How ridiculous, then, when not dangerous or positively vicious, this
extravagant senility that would obliterate the living by sentimentalizing
over the dead! Erecting monuments to the dead-and-gone instead of
erecting memorials to the here-and-living.
THE ENEMY
Well, our country is now where choice has to be made between such
spiritual senility made official and called academic, or true progress.
President Hoover, lining up with much other official timber over the same
dam, officially recommended this senility. Showing the folly of automatic-
ally constituting a pretty good executive, in some respects, an authority in
the Fine Arts. Political or established Authority, I have observed in my
lifetime is, and so soon, the enemy of all validity.
To sum up: Because it was then the only order, this ancient sculptorial
sculptoretto order was at least moral. But subsequently the old order has
become betrayal, immoral because of the hyper-artificiality called the
Renaissance or 'rebirth' of the ancient order* Eventually this rebirth came
to us in virulent form and is seen everywhere in our great cities as current
eclecticisms. The ancient order always was economic crime and soon, I
hope, a public nuisance. But worse than all beside it has become the
cultural curse of these United States of America, The provincial grando-
mania of the cultural lag.
YOUTH
Hope is not yet dead- The minority report is yet as it always will be the
life of any true Democracy. And architecture has arrived as that vital
minority report, As architecture today taking shape in the noble realm
of ideas to make our machine power and our undemocratic millions really
beneficent, there is one great new integrity—the sense of the within as
reality—and behind this dawning sense of reality there are four more
limitless new resources to make it ours.
T&ie first resource is this sense of the within as Reality.
The second new resource is Glass, a super-material. Glass, air in air to
keep air out or keep it in.
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